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Why are we reforming the resource management system?
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• The RMA has not delivered on its desired environmental 
or development outcomes.

• RMA decisions have not consistently given effect to the 
principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi/the Treaty of Waitangi.

• Current processes take too long, cost too much and will 
not address the many new challenges facing our 
environment and our communities.



Background to the reform
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In 2019, the Government commissioned a Resource Management 
Review Panel (Randerson Panel) to review how the RMA has 
performed.

The resulting report titled ‘New Directions for 
Resource Management in New Zealand’ was published July 2020.

In February 2021, the Government announced it would repeal the 
RMA and enact new three new laws based on the 
recommendations of the Randerson Panel. They are:

• Natural and Built Environments Act

• Spatial Planning Act

• Climate Adaptation Act. 

The Government is committed to reforming the system this 
parliamentary term.



The objectives of the reform are to:
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1. Protect and, where necessary, restore the environment and its capacity to provide for the wellbeing 
of present and future generations.

2. Better enable development within biophysical environmental limits including a significant 
improvement in housing supply, affordability and choice, and timely provision of appropriate 
infrastructure, including social infrastructure.

3. Give effect to the principles of Te Tiriti o Waitangi and provide greater recognition of te ao Māori 
including mātauranga Māori.

4. Better prepare for adapting to climate change and risks from natural hazards and better mitigate the 
emissions contributing to climate change.

5. Improve system efficiency and effectiveness, and reduce complexity, while retaining appropriate 
local democratic input.



Key shifts in the future system

The key shifts from the status quo proposed by the Panel are:

• Planning for positive outcomes, not just managing adverse 
effects

• A more effective role for Māori and improved recognition of 
Te Tiriti

• More integrated and strategic long-term planning

• Moving to equitable and efficient resource allocation within 
limits

• Effective partnering of central and local government and 
iwi/Māori in planning and delivery

• Improved evidence, monitoring, feedback and oversight

• A regional collaborative approach to planning 

• Stronger more consistent national direction
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How the future system will work:
the key components

Natural and Built 
Environments Act (NBA)

Spatial Planning Act 
(SPA)

National Planning 
Framework (NPF)

NBA Plans

Regional Spatial 
Strategies (RSS)

CME: Compliance, Monitoring and Enforcement
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Spatial Planning Act (SPA)

• The SPA requires long-term spatial planning at the 
regional level through the development of Regional 
Spatial Strategies (RSSs).

• It is intended to enable and drive changes in land 
use and the coastal marine area, while protecting 
and enhancing the natural environment.

• It integrates planning across different legislative 
frameworks that is associated with the 
management of the natural and built environments.

• It gives effect to the principles of Te Tiriti.
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Regional Spatial Strategies (RSS)

• Each RSS will provide:

• long-term, high level, strategic direction for integrated planning in 
the region focusing on the big issues and opportunities

• a vision and objectives to guide the region over the next 30 plus 
years

• direction for NBA plans and local authority transport and funding 
plans and will inform central government investment decisions.

• An RSS will identify areas that are:

• suitable for development
• need to be protected
• require infrastructure or
• are particularly vulnerable to the effects of climate change and 

natural hazards.

• Boundaries for RSSs will be based on regional and unitary council 
boundaries, with opportunities to address cross-boundary issues.

• RSSs will be developed by regional planning committees with 
representatives from local government, hapū, iwi and Māori and central 
government.



The Natural and Built Environments Act (NBA)

• The NBA will be the primary replacement for the 
Resource Management Act (RMA).

• It will set out how the environment will be protected and 
enhanced and will cover both land use and 
environmental protection.

• It will give effect to the principles of Te Tiriti o 
Waitangi, improve recognition of te ao Māori and provide 
strategic and regulatory direction from central 
government.

• Unlike the RMA, the NBA will specify required outcomes 
for natural and built environments.

• The NBA will also require adverse effects to be managed. 
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NBA Part Two: purpose and related provisions

• As with the RMA, Part 2 of the NBA will include its purpose and the principles which will guide how 
decisions under the new legislation should be made.

• This will include providing for Te Oranga o Te Taiao, a te ao Māori phrase that translates to the health and 
wellbeing of the environment. Te Oranga o Te Taiao is defined as an intergenerational ethic for all New 
Zealanders to support a more responsible and positive relationship with the natural environment.

• Te Oranga o te Taiao places greater emphasis on understanding the interconnections between different 
parts of the environment, including people. This will help achieve our desired outcomes and better manage 
cumulative effects.

• Similar to the sustainable management concept under the RMA, Te Oranga o te Taiao recognises the 
essential relationship between the ecological integrity of the natural environment and its capacity to sustain 
all life and the economy. 

• Part 2 will also include a shift to an outcomes focused system.
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Environmental outcomes
• The future system will move away from mitigating the adverse effects of land use on the environment to an 

outcomes focused system.

• The NBA will specify outcomes for our natural and built environments which set expectations for decision-

makers on the most important priorities to be achieved in the new system.

• Outcomes related to the natural environment include:

o The natural environment is protected and where degraded restored. The health of New Zealand’s fresh 

water, coastal water, air, soil, ecosystems and their ability to sustain life are to be maintained in line 

with Te Oranga o te Taiao.

o Nationally and regionally significant landscapes, natural features, habitats for indigenous species, 

native biodiversity and the natural character of the coast, lakes and rivers are to be maintained or 

where appropriate enhanced.

o Important habitat for indigenous species and their ecosystems are protected and where necessary 

restored.
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National Planning Framework 
(NPF)
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• Key role in the new system – mandatory direction 
and existing national direction.

• More strategic, comprehensive, consistent 
and straightforward to use.

• Board of Inquiry process before final decisions are 
made by the Minister



• NPF delivery staged to support the sequenced rollout 
of the new RM system in particular direction needed 
for Regional Spatial Strategies.

• First NPF in place by 2025 to inform development of 
Regional Spatial Strategies.

Priority content for the first NPF:

• All existing RMA National Direction

• New infrastructure content

• Other new content to fill key gaps in the existing 
National Direction

• An overarching layer on resolving conflicts.
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NPF Key Content



Environmental limits and targets

• Environmental limits and targets will have a central 
role in the reformed resource management system, 
particularly in relation to the reform objectives of 
protecting and restoring the natural environment and 
enabling development within limits.

• Limits will manage risks to human health or the 
ecological integrity of the natural environment. 
Exemptions will only be granted in exceptional 
situations according to strict criteria.

• Targets for ecological integrity and human health will 
be mandatory. Like limits, targets will be set in the 
NPF or in NBA plans, after taking into account other 
objectives.
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NBA plans
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• Regions will be required to develop a single plan under the 
NBA to cover resource use, allocation, and land-use 
management.

• The NBA plan will give effect to the NPF, including where to 
set environmental limits, be consistent with the RSS and cover 
matters that are significant to both the region and its districts.

• NBA plans will improve efficiency in the resource 
management system by ensuring consistency across a region.

• NBA plans will be prepared by a regional planning 
committee with representatives from local government 
and hapū, iwi and Māori.

• These plans will consolidate the over 100 existing policy 
statements and plans that currently exist.



The new Acts will work together as a single integrated system
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Natural and Built
Environments Act

Spatial Planning Act

National Planning 
Framework

Natural and Built 
Environment Plans

Regional Spatial 
Strategies

Consents
Implementation Plans

and Agreements
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RSSs will integrate planning decisions 
across different legislation

National Adaptation Plan

NBA Plans Council Long 
Term Plans

Regional Land 
Transport 

Plans

Infrastructure 
Strategy

GPS HUD

GPS Land TransportEmissions Reduction Plan

Other central 
government 
investment

Regional Spatial 

Strategies

Implementation Plans 

and Agreements

National Planning 

Framework

Spatial Planning Act

Natural & Built Environments Act

Climate Change Response Act

Land Transport Management Act

Kāinga Ora Homes & Communities Act

NZ Infrastructure Commission Act

Local Government Act

Key



Regional planning committees and secretariat
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• Each region will have flexibility regarding its regional 
planning committee – the legislation will be enabling rather 
than prescriptive.

• Regional planning committees will include delegates from:

• all local authorities in the region

• representatives from iwi, hapū and Māori.

• Regional planning committees for RSSs will also have a 
representative from central government.

• The legislation will also give flexibility around the secretariat.



Have your say in the development of 
RSS and NBA plans

• While the regional planning committees will make 
decisions on RSSs and NBA plans, you will have a say 
during the development of the regional strategies 
and plans.

• The process to develop RSSs will include early 
engagement on what will be in an RSS. There will be 
public notification of a draft RSS providing an 
opportunity to make written submissions.

• For NBA plans, a key feature will be earlier but less 
rigid public participation during policy 
development.
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Consenting activity classes
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• Permitted (Yes) : activities where positive and 

adverse effects are known. There will be a slight 
expansion in scope of permitted activities.

• Controlled (Probably): activities where potential 

positive and adverse effects are generally known, but 
where tailored management of effects is required. 
Limited discretion to decline.

• Discretionary (Possibly): activities that are less 

appropriate, have effects that are less known and 
activities that were unanticipated at the time of plan 
development.

• Prohibited (No): activities do not meet outcomes 

and/or breach limits – no application allowed.
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CME, and monitoring and oversight
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Changes to compliance monitoring and enforcement (CME)  
include:

• Broadening the cost recovery provisions for CME in the NBA. 

• A substantial uplift and broadening of financial penalties. 

• Prohibiting the use of insurance for prosecution and infringement fines. 

• Providing for alternative sanctions to traditional enforcement action. 

Monitoring and oversight

• Monitoring provides information to help set environmental limits and track 
progress towards desired targets and outcomes. 

• System oversight ensures there is transparency and accountability for the 
performance of the system. 
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Reform programme to date

February 2021
Government 

announces the 
repeal of the RMA, 
to be replaced by 
three new pieces 

of legislation

July 2020
Independent 

Expert Resource 
Management 
Review Panel 

Report release
(the Randerson 

Report)

June 2021
An exposure draft 
of the Natural and 
Built Environments 
Bill is released and 

goes to a select 
committee inquiry 

for consultation

Q3 2022
Natural and Built 
Environments Bill 

and 
Spatial Planning 
Bill are expected 
to be introduced 

to Parliament

November
2021

The select 
committee reports 
its findings back to 

Parliament

2023
The Natural and 

Built Environments 
Act and 

Spatial Planning 
Act are expected 
to be passed into 

law

Late 2022 / 
early 2023

Select committee 
process

Have your 
say on the 
SPA and NBA 
Bills through 
the select 
committee 
process.  



Transition and implementation
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• Our focus is starting to shift from system 
development to transition and 
implementation.

• Budget 2022 built on the $131 million funding 
provided in Budget 2021, providing $179 
million in funding over four years.

• This will ensure there is funding for:

• the first National Planning Framework

• the first Regional Spatial Strategies and 
NBA plans and

• setting up the National Māori entity.



Questions? 


